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Editorial

Prevention is a solution: Building the HIVe

Gurmit Singh, The University of Leeds
Christopher S Walsh, The Open University
Co-founders & Facilitators, The HIVe

For the truth is that this pandemic will never be defeated without effective prevention. (Horton & Das, 2008)

Abstract

This Special Issue of Digital Culture and Education (DCE), Building the HIVe, offers relevant and applicable examples of digital technologies being leveraged, positioned and practiced towards community-based and led HIV prevention as a solution in a digital era. The contributors to this Special Issue, frontline workers, activists, researchers and educators alike, have taken risks as they have explored innovative prevention approaches with and through digital technologies, and documented and analysed their pedagogical innovations in different cultural contexts. Importantly this Special Issue also includes the critical voices and leadership of individuals living with HIV as designers of prevention as a solution. Their timely insights, advice and understandings of HIV prevention as a solution merit close scrutiny as evidence of resourceful, imaginative and critical endeavour; they are offered to share successful interventions and stimulate further discussion.

The HIVe

The HIVe is a dynamic model that stimulates ongoing systems-wide strategic collaboration among HIV education, research, policy and practice sectors. The HIVe is an open source universal access research and education community that continuously grows by sharing effective digital community-based and led HIV prevention and care interventions for gay men, other men that have sex with men (MSM) and transgender communities. The model's design understands digitally mediated and driven sexual behaviours pose unforeseen challenges for traditional HIV prevention. By sharing successful interventions, it hopes to inspire policy and practice change through community mobilisation by constructing assets and exchanging resources to challenge stigma and discrimination, and improve human rights with the aim of stopping new infections (Walsh & Singh, 2012).

Building the HIVe is a queer endeavour because it is based on digressive politics of resistance (Morris, 1998). The HIVe aims to break the silence and notice that HIV prevention still works. We are using the word digressive because we contend that a different form of politics is needed. Our politics critically examines the discursive strategies of the dominant biomedical HIV and AIDS culture to illuminate how they have produced the field of HIV prevention. This digression is needed to share community-based and led approaches so that more funding can be allocated toward prevention as solution. Simply put, prevention works and we do not want this truth to be forgotten or trivialised.

As a queer endeavour, The HIVe desires to make biomedical approaches to HIV prevention ‘strange’ by digressing from what appears to be becoming a ‘normal’ way of
talking about treatment as prevention. Is it not strange that we talk about treatment as prevention after individuals are already infected with HIV? Unlike treatment as prevention, prevention without treatment is more empowering and cost-effective. The HIVe makes no claims or guarantees, it is not a new silver bullet, nor will it change biomedical approaches to prevention, even though it may aspire to do so. The HIVe simply aims to point out that critical social science community-based knowledge that favours prevention as a solution to the HIV epidemic is often silenced or marginalised by more powerful biomedical discourses.

In this sense, The HIVe is more like a cheeky student who wants to trouble the technicised day-to-day lived experiences of the biomedical and social sciences classrooms. Just like a good teacher, biomedical approaches may work, but that does not mean there are not alternative ways to learn about preventing HIV. Being queer, The HIVe is political because it digresses from what appears normal. Through collaboration with marginalised groups like gay men, other MSM and transgender communities, it pays attention to their efforts to address HIV risk through new digitally mediated modes and modalities to impact on their communities The HIVe is sensible because it thinks about what is realistically possible through community-based and led efforts. Drawing on queer theory and thinking, The HIVe challenges the myth that gay men, other MSM and transgenders are politically apathetic and lack agency. As a result, The HIVe has emerged as a queer body of evidence that richly addresses how and why community-based and led HIV prevention is still a viable solution for the shifting and unstable sexual practices of the 21st century.

Why build the HIVe?

During the last decade, networked and digital technologies have transformed the sexual and social behaviours and practices of many gay men, other men that have sex with men (MSM) and transgender individuals. The editors of this Issue understand that digital technologies have undoubtedly increased the possibilities for high-risk sexual behaviours (Rosser et al., 2009; Benotsch et al., 2002; Kim et al., 2002). But they are equally powerful tools for sexual health and community mobilisation (Schenk & Singh, this issue). Yet, simply deploying these technologies for HIV prevention does not ameliorate the vulnerabilities and lack of access to sexual, legal and health rights and education that put gay men, other MSM and transgenders at personal risk of HIV infection in the first place (Ayala et al., 2010; Chaiyajit and Walsh, this issue; Walsh, 2009; Fisher and Thomas-Slayer, 2009; Imrie et al., 2007; Israel et al., 2008).

Improving access to health and human rights for marginalised gay men, other MSM and transgender populations, while an important policy goal of global HIV prevention and educational practices, remains a key research and implementation design challenge for global and public health. In addition, the profound changes brought about by digital technologies on sexual practices also hamper the effectiveness of biomedical HIV and AIDS research, prevention and care. Similarly they pose challenges to social science approaches, but simultaneously offer viable low cost solutions.

Biomedical discourses rely on scientific objectivity—through essentialist epistemological and ontological assumptions of social reality (St. Pierre, 2006)—and now causally hypothesise HIV ‘treatment as prevention’ (Lima et al., 2008). The HIVe works to queer this hypothesis. The positivist epistemic foundation of this causal explanatory process rests on the assumption that the self exists and behaves as a rational actor. This assumption is ripe for queering and querying (Luhmann, 1998) because it ignores the subjective knowledge of gay men, other MSM and transgenders, and their sexual practices across face-to-face and digital social fields (Bourdieu, 1977). These social fields are sometimes influenced, mediated and imparted through multiple digital channels (XTube, Grindr, Manhunt, Planetromeo, etc.) via the rise of the ‘Gaydar
Culture’ (Mowlabocus, 2010). Therefore, the biomedical claim that treatment is prevention only gives a sanitised clinical picture. This partial story presumes to be pure by pretending that the ‘deviant’ social and digital practices of gender, sex and sexuality do not matter for HIV prevention. It does not transcend the objective/subjective distinction in scientific reasoning. Worse, this biomedical preference totally ignores the right to sexual pleasure. This inconvenient truth cannot be randomised or controlled away for the convenience of the men in white coats carrying stethoscopes and testing kits. The convenience of the biomedical story of treatment as prevention uncritically supports the notion that if treatment as prevention really worked, condoms would no longer be needed, thus enhancing sexual pleasure. This uncritical stance does not help gay men, other MSM and transgender understand the potential risk of other sexually transmitted infections (STIs), or the consequences of pregnancy for heterosexual women.

To tell a more chaste story, building The HIVe is a digressive strategy to move away from socially ‘thin’ biomedical claims and discover ‘pleasurable’ and ‘intimate’ approaches to preventing HIV and other STIs through safe sex. Through prevention, education and care, The HIVe aims to shift fields of discourse, thus allowing frontline workers, educators, researchers, advocates and activists to react and act, leveraging digital technologies for HIV prevention, depending on what is realistic for their local context.

The ‘treatment is prevention’ claim is further based on the uncritical mantra of ‘treatment as prevention’ as a method for reducing community viral load based on a small set of studies and mathematical modelling (Adam, 2012, Montaner, et al. 2006). The reliance on “statistical analysis of regularities of human behaviour” (Schwarz, 1997, p.55) is skewed because of the difficulty of objectively capturing widespread viral undetectability in the dynamism of open social systems. This makes HIV prevention and education a valid and necessary part of the solution to the crisis of high HIV prevalence among global communities of gay men, other MSM and transgenders.

A further issue exists. Whether HIV treatment is taken early, late, or at all, has no effect on ‘the HIV reservoir’ problem, a fundamental barrier in the search for a cure. As reported by a leading biomedical scientist, Alan Lafeuillade, HIV reservoirs have been called the last hiding place for HIV within the body. Efforts to find a functional cure now focus on dealing with these HIV reservoirs. If the HIV reservoir problem can be solved—and that is questionable—then the possibility will arise of treatment that could actually be a cure for HIV. If that happens—which we surely hope it does—the incentives to take the drug will be tremendous and have little, if anything, to do with ‘treatment as prevention’. Indeed, they could render it obsolete. Without these incentives, biomedical sciences’ current ‘treatment as prevention’ delivers population level knowledge that often does not translate into practical advice for gay men, other MSM and transgender individuals on how to manage HIV risk as part and parcel of their daily digital lives through their sexual practices (Adam, 2012; Davies et al., 2006). The uncritical endorsement of treatment as prevention diminishes the space for designing digital prevention as a solution:

The question that remains is: why can there not be prevention knowledge that starts from the grounded experience of people who deal most directly with HIV risk rather than starting from a population level of analysis? (Adam, 2012, p. 5)

Why is prevention not a solution?
We are perplexed as to why prevention as a solution is not concurrently considered in the drive to ‘build a global consensus’ around eradicating HIV. We are also troubled that sociological, cultural and political insights on the need to methodologically and empirically address the digitally-mediated structural drivers of HIV and AIDS—as key factors in sustained community empowerment for HIV prevention (Campbell & Cornish 2010; Auerbach et al., 2010; Ayala et al., 2010)—remain severely marginalised by dominant biomedical, psychosocial, and behavioural change research and educational models for HIV and AIDS interventions. We are further vexed at the variable and patchy efforts to evaluate the effectiveness of prevention directed at MSM, and the continued low investment in prevention designed with, for and by gay men, MSM and transgender communities rather than based on ideological concerns (Beck et al., this issue; Henry et al, this issue; Dasgupta, this issue), in a severely financially challenging climate after 4 decades of HIV and AIDS.

In addition to the analysis that knowledge creation in HIV prevention continues to be driven by the positivist philosophy of biomedical science (Adam, 2012), there is now a lack of synergy between biomedical and social sciences approaches to HIV prevention (Kippax, 2010). The HIVe queers this in its efforts towards struggling for a middle way between the two episteme. If we do not dare to digress, we will be stuck in the coming years with treatment as prevention being touted as and becoming ‘the solution’. If this risk comes true, we will miss a historic opportunity in the digital era to effectively locate, leverage and apply ‘the existing social and community resources at hand’ (Adam, 2012, p. 8) to discover a better, more meaningful and joyful solution. Armed with critical social, political and cultural cudgels, The HIVe queers away the illusions of biomedical sciences to carve out a digressive space to advocate and design prevention as a solution for eradicating HIV with and through digital technologies.

In light of these troubling theoretical and practical problems to effective prevention design, The HIVe hypothesises reflexive performativity as a potential high-impact low-cost digital prevention solution (Walsh & Singh, 2012). The HIVe model is theoretically informed by the work of Pierre Bourdieu and Judith Butler. Pierre Bourdieu’s work (1977) on agency and practices through the concepts of habitus, capitals and the field resonates strongly with recent HIV social sciences research into the need to build the capacity for agency and social capital among vulnerable communities to reduce HIV infection rates, but advances upon this prior work. By using his epistemological framework, researchers can reflexively investigate the relationship between the social fields, the underlying social mechanisms and principles, and the outcome patterns of human behaviours, practices, networks, and institutions to ‘redesign the AIDS response’ (Larson et al. 2011). While Bourdieu’s concept of the field is productive for transformative thinking, the work of Judith Butler shows that gender and sexuality are categories by which power works through discourse (Butler, 1990). This view allows for a conception of gender and sexuality as discourses that produce subjects through speech acts–performativity. From these two theorists dynamic points of view of social structure, discourse, and subjectivity, researchers have the ability to design ontological interventions into social fields by conceptualising gender and sexuality discursively, and agency and practices sociologically. We have theorised these ongoing, dynamic, multi-level, multi-channel discourses, processes and practices through The HIVe as reflexive performativity.

The methodological approach of reflexive performativity is to tactically queer and query biomedical sciences to intervene prior to the need for ‘treatment is prevention’ with renewed digital political and cultural activism.

Queering and querying prevention for us makes prevention a term that does not insist on theoretical unity but multiplicity and collisions. Prevention is something that is
unstable, shifting and volatile. Prevention challenges the reproduction of sameness and the biomedical indifference to individuals’ lifeworlds in our digital era. Prevention needs to be used in resistant, sexy and transgressive ways through digital tools. Queer HIV prevention investigates and values ‘abnormal’ social and cultural knowledge while immersing communities in experience experiments. It contests normative markers of fluid categories such as gay men, other MSM and transgenders. The non-reductionist insights of prevention as a solution offer productive pathways to know, design, deliver and evaluate programmes that reflexively construct perfomativity in real-time socio-economic and political contexts. They also allow communities to experience risk, adventure, pleasure, intimacy, well being, health and human rights, all the while preventing and eradicating HIV through prevention and education.

In contrast to this dialectical and relational approach to reasoning HIV to design prevention in a broader social analytic framework built with reflexive and queer epistemologies (Walsh & Singh, 2012; Bourdieu 1977; Butler, 1990), biomedical practices of normalisation are risky and unethical because the ‘treatment as prevention’ intervention happens too late—after an individual becomes infected with HIV. Even efforts to promote ‘combination prevention’ that combine ‘treatment as prevention’ with other HIV prevention intervention approaches do not overcome the risk of binary thinking and action between biomedical and critical social sciences (Auerbach, this issue). Overall, the need for a ‘robust social sciences research agenda’ (Adam 2012) for HIV prevention, research and education that values agency, experience, pleasure, intimacy and community across time and space, and disrupts the dualisms that plague the biomedical and social sciences, to eradicate HIV obviously makes us ask, “Is treatment really prevention?”

The answer is no.

Asking this simple question inspired us to revive Erasmus’ profound wisdom—which everyone knows—that prevention is better than cure. The result is The HIVe. Join us.

**Building the HIVe**

Building the HIVe is a mission and a collaborative global project to develop a robust model to address the persistent problems of how to improve access to HIV prevention education, treatment, care and support, sexual health and human rights, for communities of gay men, other MSM, and transgender populations in contexts of concentrated HIV epidemics. What makes our approach both unique and innovative is that we specifically work with those frontline workers, activists, researchers and educators using digital and networking technologies in their programmes. Our intention is to digress from the past, dare to think differently, and start a radical passionate digital experience. The HIVe does this through experimentally sharing real-time future-oriented and next-generation critical social and political theoretical rationales, conceptual frameworks and practical models, research designs, implementation and evaluations of networked and digital community-based and led HIV and AIDS innovations—not just interventions. These approaches have the potential to sustainably and materially improve access to HIV prevention, health and human rights.

Working outwards to disrupt our marginal standpoint to biomedical theory and practice, we deployed an implementation approach, curriculum and pedagogy that drew on ethical principles for building the HIVe that intentionally:
• draws on and valorises the agency, lived experience, emotional and practical knowledge of gay men, MSM and transgender communities;
• leverages the potential value-added of networked and digital technologies for strategic knowledge sharing and collaborative learning across communities and organisations;
• works with key policy and practice stakeholders in user-centric educational approaches based on a curriculum of immersion in critical praxis;
• builds research capacity, scientific and digital literacies through targeted e-mentoring for researchers and practitioners;
• provides access to valuable information, opinion, and advice to support participants broaden their perspectives, deepen critical engagement with their lived experiences, so as to situate their practitioner inquiry in the wider context of the HIV/AIDS and social sciences research fields for relevance and rigour;
• nurtures a digital reflexive network (Singh, et al., 2011) of community-based researchers, practitioners and activists working together to achieve something more than they can by working alone;
• is guided by as much of the evidence-base, expertise, and resources on HIV and AIDS as we could access and share without payment or funding;
• creates post-structural spaces for critical work to transform practices;
• disrupts dominant biomedical and normative community development HIV research and educational practices;
• hypothesises an alternative theory to the dominant approach of ‘treatment is prevention’; and
• endorses ‘HIV prevention is a solution’.

Invitations to collaboratively build the HIVe

We first organised a seminar ‘Hear Us’ at the Global Forum on MSM and HIV’s (MSMGF) Preconference at the 2010 XVIII AIDS Conference in Vienna. The forum shared innovative digital HIV prevention, education and care interventions from and with frontline workers, activists, researchers and educators working with and in communities of gay men, other MSM and transgenders. Through the exchange of experiences at this seminar, it was clear that there was a need to harvest their critical, innovative and successful community-based and led interventions and practices using the Internet and other digital media for HIV prevention. Thus we began ‘building’ The HIVe by disseminating a call for papers for this Special Issue.

Within this framework and process, we facilitated two years of rigorous online and face-to-face mentoring, multiple rounds of editing and peer reviewing, and access to critical resources not often available to individuals working in community-based and led organisations. To mark the end of Phase I of Building The HIVe, this Special Issue presents a rich and representative sample of innovative case studies and findings from 8 different countries.

Introducing this Special Issue

The first article by Leo Schenk & Gurmit Singh describes Poz&Proud, a digitally mediated community empowerment initiative by a group of gay men living with HIV in Amsterdam to tackle stigma and discrimination. This project brings ‘sexy’ back into the discussion on HIV prevention among HIV positive and HIV negative gay men. It also works to change the material and symbolic conditions of their lives through the use of
blogs, Facebook, and discussion forums as safe spaces for experimentation supported by real-time events. They argue that the existing community empowerment strategies of public health do not work to reduce the spread of HIV, particularly with the rise of global online sexual networks. They speak of the need to include gay men living with HIV to become strategically involved online by making themselves visible and thus fighting self-stigma to confront social stigma more effectively. Since there is little research yet on how to design effective digital post-structural interventions to mobilise communities of gay men living with HIV, this article provides a fresh idea: that a strategic sociological and digitally networked approach may be more effective for HIV outreach, education and prevention to improve health and human rights.

The second article by Jack Beck, Lily Catanes, Pato Hebert and George Ayala reports on a global effort by a key civil society non-state actor to build the digital platform, www.MSMGF.org. This unique user network strengthens the capacities of front-line civil society organisations around the world. The scope of the online resources and tools they developed has grown dramatically, with more than 20,000 users across 120 countries. MSMGF.org has become an upload and exchange network with members helping out to translate and share critical HIV related documents and research with others who do not have access to the Internet. Using data from user feedback, they argue for the need to move beyond expanding access to resources to enabling grassroots actors to deploy these digital resources effectively in their work to impact on the health outcomes of minority MSM populations.

Emilie Henry, Yves Yomb, Lionel Fugon and Bruno Spire critically take up the issue of risk and sexual practices in Cameroon, Africa. Their study draws on data from a survey on MSM sexual practices and from a pilot online HIV outreach and prevention programme run by a community-based organisation in a very harsh legal environment where MSM are beaten, abused, and thrown in prison. To compound matters, their study highlights the potential harm MSM who meet online are exposed to goes beyond possible HIV infection. Rather they face physical violence and robbery, suggesting that the fear and anxiety about disclosing sexuality or sexual practices in the real world has migrated online, and needs to be tackled through valued harm reduction and community building approaches that create safe online ‘closets’ for identity experimentation. Their work points to the need to confront the wider contextual factors that affect HIV risk and the potential of digital approaches to be expanded for this goal, particularly in contexts where MSM face disempowering legal and socio-cultural contexts that pathologise their right to be who they are.

Working within a larger global biomedical HIV prevention trial, the study by Andrew Scheibe, Ben Brown and Linda-Gail Bekker from the Desmond Tutu HIV Foundation in South Africa explores their use of information and communication technologies (ICTs) to mobilise participation from the MSM community. Despite the challenges they faced, they argue that the rise of digitally mediated sexual practices of MSM in Africa needs to be better understood and used to address the structural barriers to HIV prevention as part and parcel of biomedical HIV prevention. They present key questions for future research to this end.

Tired of reading more evaluations of ‘MSM’ interventions done within biomedical and interpretive frameworks that ignored the fluidity of sexual identities, Rohit Dasgupta, a digital queer activist, employs a postcolonial queer lens to describe his experience working with an HIV prevention charity, Solidarity and Action Against the HIV Infection in India (SAATHI). He describes SAATHI’s use of ICTs for HIV advocacy and capacity building across the country, with a focus on Kolkata. What is interesting in his analysis is how what could on the surface be perceived as an ordinary capacity building initiative supplemented by a web presence, can be re-theorised through the lived
experience of not only the colonising structures of MSM and transgenders, but through ‘kothi’ and ‘hijra’. Such fresh thinking provides implications for the practical use and design of digital technologies for HIV prevention and education in ways that valorise the subjectivity of the multiplicities of gay men, other MSM and transgenders that are present in the global South.

Val Sowell, Juliet Fink and Jane Shull from Philadelphia FIGHT present evidence and insights on designing a successful open distance flexible learning (ODFL) programme called Frontline TEACH. They highlight how traditional AIDS Service Organisations can use open access digital technologies to design digital HIV education that serves the needs of marginalised communities from lower socioeconomic backgrounds while increasing individuals’ capacity for agency. Frontline TEACH has significant implications for the theory and practice of using open-access community-based digital HIV education and prevention programmes because it not only widens access, but also improves health and literacy outcomes.

In analysing data from four diverse data sets, the paper by Dan Allman, Ted Myers, Kunyong Xu and Sarah Jane Steele interpret gay men and other MSM’s social media usage in Canada drawing on socio-technographics and Web 2.0 theoretical frameworks. Their article foregrounds the issue of age and other demographics in structuring the digital behaviours of gay men. Their analysis clearly shows that something more than spreading safe sex messages online and on mobile phones needs to be done to work creatively with gay men’s socio-technographics. They explore the implications for the design of ‘liquid’ HIV research, outreach and prevention that evolve according to the shifts now made quicker by the dynamic ‘structuring structures’ of social media. This paper proposes the question, “what kinds of specific digital individual and community support systems would gay men and MSM value that could increase their capacity for agency to make changes to their sexual practices?”

Nada Chaiyajit and Christopher S. Walsh present their work on designing, implementing and analysing two Sexperts! programmes with Mplus and ThaiLadyBoyz.me in Thailand. They document how social networking and instant messaging were used to provide HIV prevention and education to communities of gay men, other MSM and transgenders. These unique digital interventions explicitly focus on sexual pleasure and health, legal rights, and where to go to access justice when individual rights are violated. Through contextualised online and mobile platforms, both programmes refreshingly highlight digital interventions that aim to reduce stigma and discrimination around gender identity, sexuality, sex work and gender reassignment. Their paper exemplifies how building trust, forging strategic partnerships and working to co-design dynamic participatory mechanisms can have the potential to continuously rework and rethink access to HIV prevention, access to justice and sexual health education for gay men, other MSM and transgenders.

The final paper or epilogue of the Special Issue, ‘Playing public health: Building the HIVe’ by Thomas Apperley and Christopher S. Walsh stresses the importance of acknowledging that digital media does not only provide new channels and strategies for communicating information around HIV prevention and education, but that it also establishes innovative domains for conceiving of, and building, ‘resilient communities’. They argue a digital intervention, like The HIVe, is actually a cultural asset that confronts biomedical and behavioural approaches to HIV prevention and education. The view immersive and social technologies, network ubiquity and low cost mobile phones as providing new tools for aggregating, representing, collecting and disseminating community-based and led data that ‘plays’ public health differently. ‘Playing public health’, in their terms, provides an entirely new and comprehensive picture of the agency of the HIV virus that goes beyond the pathology of the individual.
In conclusion, this Special Issue also includes short papers that provide insights from leading experts on the implications of ‘Building the HIVe’.

**Next Steps**

These manuscripts now represent The HIVe. They illustrate the potential and impact of community-based and led approaches to designing prevention as a solution with networking and digital technologies. The use of digital technologies has been mixed, contingent ad-hoc, experimental and reliant on sporadic funding streams. Our presumption is not to fall into the positivist trap and make claims of ‘generalisability’ or ‘validity’. The studies in this Special Issue present emergent and evolving social and political dynamics of the use of networked and digital technologies for HIV and AIDS prevention, education and care with “very diverse populations across the world, with different levels of HIV prevalence and different epidemiological dynamics.” (Auerbach et al., 2010, p. 22). This Special Issue offers one set of results from our ethical standpoint in solidarity with marginalised communities about how ‘AIDS resilient communities’ using digital technologies could ‘redesign the AIDS response’ (Larson et al., 2011) towards HIV prevention as a solution. This Special Issue makes it clear that more research and investment is needed for such critical work to digress from more powerful biomedical discourses that promote ‘treatment as prevention’.

The HIVe’s essentially queer research and dissemination design begins to exemplify how to skilfully generate and play with cognitive, structural, technological and pedagogic change mechanisms, principles and discourses in the dynamic interplay of networked and digital social and sexual practices and identities of gay men, other MSM and transgender communities. This ‘savoir profane’ (Spire & Cataneo, 2010) that gay, other MSM and transgenders living with and affected by HIV, health and human rights issues have about their lifeworlds is a precious energy source now increasingly digitally mediated. Examples include cruising in chat rooms, cyber porn fantasies, and virtual reality risk reduction negotiation on Grindr. It is different from the academic knowledge and skills of biomedical and public health professionals. Yet, as The HIVe demonstrates, it is both timely and vital to disrupt exclusive medical, social and technological determinism and improve the design of culturally engaging HIV prevention that is a solution.

Our use of a Bourdieusian notion of a field to build The HIVe is based on our contention that HIV prevention is not driven by consensus, but rather, it is a field of contestation. Imagined as a Bourdieusian game, HIV prevention is a discipline that has many actors and agencies struggling for power and attention. Yet, they all are united in a doxa – they have faith that their work is ‘worth it’ in making a difference. But, Bourdieu helps us think differently about what is really happening when people claim on their websites and newsletters that they are passionate about rhetoric such as “Universal Access” or “Zero Infection”. Doing field analysis using Bourdieu’s conceptual tools to analyse the fields of HIV prevention and the (re)production of culture in gay, other MSM and transgender communities brings a materialist perspective to our work that disrupts the social and technological determinism of other paradigms. We thus argue that through The HIVe, community-based and led digital HIV prevention intervention is a social field to be investigated and changed to improve impact.

Our hope is The HIVe as a knowledge ecology and locus will continuously grow, giving birth to new knowledge objects and a ‘community of desire’ that freely shares effective approaches that can guide policy makers, programme managers, educators, researchers and most importantly, frontline workers, community advocates, activists and all gay men, other MSM and transgenders infected and affected by HIV. We hope the
examples in this Special Issue will inspire others to design their own, digital (and otherwise) preventions as a solution to the problems of HIV.

We invite gay men, other MSM and transgenders—and all communities affected by HIV, health and human rights issues—to join the efforts to ‘bridge the gap’ (Kippax et al., 2012) between social, cultural and political sciences and the normative biomedical mantra of treatment as prevention. To turn the tide on HIV and AIDS at this critical moment, we argue that the time has come to move beyond critique to develop an intellectually coherent plan and research agenda to build The HIVe that addresses the question:

*How can networked and digital community-based and led HIV and AIDS innovations be researched, designed, implemented and evaluated towards Prevention is a Solution?*
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